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Big data is growing tremendously day by day with volume, variety, velocity and veracity. Big data analytics and 
research on big data computing are increasing accordingly, as well. Big data is analyzed, processed or computed 
commonly on the cloud. Cloud can provide availability of resources on demand basis. Computing in cloud is 
scalable, flexible, cost-effective and secure. Cloud service provides resources as a platform for the users to 
process large scale datasets in the cloud. A user defines the resource requirements to run a job in the cloud and, 
the cloud service provider invokes the virtual machines for the user upon request. Inefficient allocation of 
computational resources can result in a higher cost for cloud service providers and users. Therefore, big data 
computing in the cloud needs not only faster processing but also better resource provisioning.  
 Among frameworks for big data computing, MapReduce is commonly used in the cloud environment by the 
users to compute large datasets from sources such as social networking, Internet of Things (IoT), and scientific 
applications. Optimization of resource requirement for each job to satisfy a specific objective in MapReduce is 
an open problem. Many factors, e.g., system side information and requirements of each client must be considered 
to estimate the appropriate amount of resources. 
 The existing researches on MapReduce focused on resource provisioning in MapReduce based on 
regression analysis from the profiles after several test runs of MapReduce application. Those researches focused 
on assigning fixed-size inputsplit to a map task by default settings and, it results in longer processing time 
because of the overhead in generating inputsplits and communication time for assigning it to many mappers 
more than necessary. Since the network bandwidth is a scarce resource in cloud data centers, communication 
between nodes can result in higher cost. Although there were researches towards resource provisioning in 
MapReduce and simulation tools to estimate the optimal number of computational resources, it is lack of optimal 
resource provisioning with a mathematical analysis. There were researches on automatic resource provisioning, 
however, those researches focused on regression analysis instead of a mathematical analysis. Therefore, an 
optimal and automatic resource provisioning approach is necessary.  
 To tackle the problems in resource provisioning, this thesis proposes a resource provisioning model to 
estimate the optimal number of resources on the Hadoop cluster with limited number of resources. This research 
is on the derivation of a mathematical model to estimate the optimal number of mappers and reducers based on 
the specification of resources and the size of the datasets for the automatic resource provisioning to meet user’s 
requirements and cloud provider’s requirements. To the best of knowledge, this mathematical model is the first 
computational model for resource provisioning in Hadoop MapReduce. In this research, optimal number of 
mappers is derived from the mathematical model to estimate the optimal number of inputsplits. Based on the 
optimal number of inputsplits, the input data is divided into the number of inputsplits accordingly for the faster 
processing time on limited number of resources. It can reduce internode communication from using network 
bandwidth in Hadoop cluster as well, therefore, it is more cost-effective than other research approaches. In this 
thesis, the research background, the system configuration of the Hadoop MapReduce, the resource provisioning 
approaches, the analytical results and experimental results are described. 
 
 This thesis consists of six chapters. 
 
 Chapter 1 introduces the research overview and states the objective of the research. This chapter also 









 Chapter 2 states the research background on big data computing framework, Hadoop MapReduce, which is 
commonly used for large scale data processing. This chapter features the components of Hadoop and their 
important roles in big data computing. The chapter also describes the architecture of storage, Hadoop Distributed 
File System (HDFS), resource management mechanism, Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) and compute 
mechanism of Hadoop MapReduce. 
 
 Chapter 3 describes the implementation of Hadoop MapReduce on the cluster for the experiments with the 
flow of the Hadoop MapReduce process. The chapter includes HDFS configuration, YARN configuration and 
MapReduce framework configuration. HDFS composes of namenodes, secondary namenodes and datanodes. 
Namenode stores metadata and datanodes store HDFS blocks. HDFS blocks are data chunks partitioned from 
large scale input dataset. HDFS blocks are replicated in datanodes for the redundancy and fault tolerance. YARN 
consists of two daemons, resource manager and node manager. Resource manager finds a node manager that can 
launch application master in a container in the runtime. MapReduce framework consists of mappers and reducers 
for the computation. A mapper processes a user-defined map function and a reducer processes a user-defined 
reduce function. It is important to configure the system for HDFS, YARN and MapReduce to cooperate well for 
a good performance in processing a user application. In this research, 8-node Hadoop cluster is created with 
virtualization as in real cloud environment. All nodes in the cluster are homogeneous, with same processing 
capacity. Fair scheduler is chosen as the default scheduler for the MapReduce job to run on homogeneous cluster. 
This chapter also describes the system configuration settings and properties of Hadoop. 
 
 Chapter 4 explains the resource provisioning approach of the research. This chapter is on the Map side of 
MapReduce process, and it includes all phases of a map task. Map task includes map phase, collect phase, spill 
phase and merge phase. Input data is divided into equal-sized inputsplits for input to map function on a mapper. 
Map function takes input key/value pairs and produces intermediate output key/value pairs. From generating the 
inputsplits to producing intermediate key/value pairs, an equation to calculate the time taken at map phase is 
derived by using parameters and flow of map process. After map phase, the intermediate input data is collected 
for serialization and partitioning. In the collect phase, the intermediate input data is stored in the output memory 
buffer. The output buffer has two parts, serialization part and accounting part. Serialization part stores 
intermediate records and accounting part stores the meta data for each record. Either of these parts reach the 
threshold, spill process to disk begins. The number of records to spill is determined by the minimum number of 
records between intermediate output records, serialization records and accounting records. From collecting the 
intermediate output data until the spill to disk, the time taken in collect phase is derived by the parameters of for 
from the process of partitioning and serialization. In the spill process, partially sorted records in the spill buffer 
are spilled to disk. Sorting time and writing time to disk share the time taken of spill phase. After spilling, the 
records are merged into a merged file with same key grouped together. Then, the merged file is partitioned into a 
certain number of merged partitions based on the number of reducers. The time taken to merge the spill files is 
the merge phase time. The total time taken of the map task includes map phase time, collect phase time, spill 
phase time, and merge phase time. An equation is derived to find the total time of the map task. By 
differentiating the equation, optimal number of inputsplits can be obtained. In MapReduce, one inputsplit is 
assigned to one mapper. Therefore, optimal number of inputsplits can be assumed as optimal number of mappers. 
However, the number of reducers can be calculated only from total time taken of the whole MapReduce process 
after both map task and reduce task completes. Preliminary experiments are to estimate the optimal number of 
inputsplits from all phases of map task. As the experiment application, MapReduce p application is run on 
8-node Hadoop cluster. The p sample uses quasi-Monte Carlo method to estimate the value of p. Mapper 
generates points in a unit square. Reducers accumulates points inside and outside of the circle from the output of 
the mappers. The optimal number of map tasks is obtained after running the user program by varying the number 
of map tasks to estimate p from various number of p samples. The derivation for the optimal number of 
inputsplits in this chapter can be also suitable for the map only job to estimate the optimal number of mappers. 










 Chapter 5 continues explanation for the research provisioning approach of the research. This chapter is on 
the Reduce side of MapReduce process. When reducer is to process the intermediate outputs, the merged 
partitions from mappers are sent to the reducers. MapReduce framework manages to send the partitions with the 
same key from mappers to the same reducer. The time taken to send each merged partition to reducer is derived 
as a part of shuffle phase time. In the shuffle phase, the merged partitioned are assumed to be written to disk first 
before merging. The time to write the merged partition also contributes to the total time of the shuffle phase. 
Merged partitions at reducer are merged to produce a shuffle file with same key. Then, the equation for total time 
of shuffle phase is derived from communication time between mapper and reducer to send merged partition, 
writing time of merged partition on reducer and, merging time of merged partitions into shuffle file at reducer. 
After producing shuffle files, the sort phase starts to sort shuffle files so that all records in the shuffle files are 
sorted with the same key. Then, sorted shuffle files are merged to produce one input file to the reduce function. 
The time taken to sort and merge shuffle files is the sort phase time. Reduce function processes the input file and 
writes the output to HDFS. Reduce phase time includes the time for reduce process and the time for writing 
output. The total time of the reduce phase is derived from the combination of shuffle phase, sort phase and 
reduce phase. The total time taken for the whole MapReduce process is the combination of total processing time 
at the mapper and the total processing time at the reducer. For the MapReduce job, which requires both map and 
reduce processes, the optimal number of mappers is derived first by differentiating the equation from the total 
time processing time of MapReduce task. The optimal number of mappers can be assumed to be the same as the 
optimal number of inputsplits since a map task processes only one inputsplit. The number of resources can be 
defined by the user in the derivation, for the cluster with limited resources. The optimal number of reducers can 
be derived from the number of resources and the optimal number of mappers from the derivation. The derivation 
is verified by analytical results and experimental results to confirm the analysis in this chapter. The optimal 
number of mappers, optimal number of reducers and optimal number of inputsplits for the various size of input 
datasets are obtained from the mathematical model of this research. Based on the optimal number of resources 
from analytical results, the experiments are performed to confirm the analysis. The input data is divided 
according to the optimal number instead of default size. The size of inputsplit can larger than default size so that 
communication time between nodes can be decreased and results in saving network bandwidth usage. In the 
experiment, MapReduce WordCount application is run with different input datasets. WordCount application is to 
count the occurrences of each word from the files of large input dataset. Text files are compressed into an 
archived file as the input to WordCount application. Compression is for HDFS to save the storage and for 
MapReduce to generate the optimal number of inputsplits from a large input file. bzip2 (.bz2) format is the best 
suitable for compression in MapReduce since only bzip2 format is splittable to generate equal-sized inputsplits. 
From the experiments, the overall processing time of the MapReduce job is the fastest when the number of 
mappers and reducers are chosen the same as optimal number from the analytical results. Therefore, the resource 
provisioning model of this research is verified with the analytical and experimental results. By varying the size 
of inputsplit to optimal, the performance of the Hadoop MapReduce can improve for the homogeneous cluster 
with limited resources. 
 
 Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. This research is for automatically deriving the number of map tasks and 
reduce tasks based on the size of datasets, and to adjust the size of inputsplits instead of fixed size data blocks to 
compute. Depending on the size of datasets and resource specifications, cloud service providers or users can 
change the number of inputsplits to optimal so that the optimal number of map tasks and reduce tasks can result 
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